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Jane,

Thank you for your interests in updating equations for estimating the
magnitude of flood flows in Massachusetts.  Currently Massachusetts has the
dubious distinction of having the oldest flood-flow equations in the Nation
( or will have as the outdated RI equations are currently being updated in
cooperation with FEMA).  The data used in Wandle's equations  is the period
of streamgage record up through 1975 as the equation were published in an
earlier report in 1976.  The 1981 report was a revision of the 1976 report
using a new regression method at that time. Hence, the data used in the
development of the Mass. equations is over 35 years out of date and as you
know,  a lot has happened during that time.

In addition to updating out dated flood-flow equations with new data and
techniques we also need to closely examine trends in the frequency of large
floods and how this may change in time.   The  recent  state report on "The
Changing Climate and Its
Impact" (http://www.mass.gov/Eoeea/docs/eea/energy/cca/eea_climate_adaptation_report.pdf)
  recognizes the potential adverse affects of climate change on flood
flows, but  as you recognize, a good understanding of the current
conditions is essential for planning and mitigation of flood risks and to
set a bench mark for how things change in the future.

Gardner pointed out, the USGS has been trying to develop a cooperative
program with the state to address this need for some time.  In light of the
recent state report,  I think your concerns might be best expressed to
Secretary Richard Sullivan of the Executive Office  of Energy and
Environmental Affairs.   Through voices like yourself,  the call for a
comprehensive program to address this critical need might come to fruition.

Best regards,

-Phil
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Hi Jane,

Sorry for my delayed response. I was in the field the two previous weeks
when I got your e-mail. Interestingly enough I was out in northwestern MA
flagging high-water marks from Irene. Since then it been hectic here
getting all the data from the field in order before it gets out of order.

I think you are referring to the fact that the equations for estimating the
magnitude and frequency of peak flows are several years old (almost 30
years old). This is the last time USGS did a study to develop new equations
for estimating the magnitude and frequency of peak flows for the State of
Massachusetts.  The report is USGS Water-Supply Paper 2214 by S. William
Wandle Jr., 1983 (http://pubs.usgs.gov/wsp/2214/report.pdf). This study
would have only included peak-flow data through about water year 1981. So
not only are there an additional 30 years of new peak-flow data, but there
are better statistical analysis methods, and better GIS data for
determining basin and land-use characteristics - which could be potential
explanatory variables for the equations.

To your point, the USGS has been discussing with our Federal, State, and
local governmental agencies the need to update these equations for several
years. These discussion have involved MassDOT, MADCR, MADEP, FEMA, NWS,
etc. All of these agencies are interested and feel the equations should be
updated, but with all the recent budget cuts - no one has been able to
provide funding for the project. The USGS needs to have cooperative funding
of 50% or more of the cost to do the project, as are studies are generally
cooperatively funded. As of today there is no time table for this to occur.
We are all hoping in the next few years, but we all said this a few years
ago. With all the recent flooding events - from eastern MA last year to
western MA two months ago, hopefully there will be a bigger push to get a
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